
IMPAC  7000 PRO
 7 YEAR WHITE ELASTOMERIC ROOF COATING

Description:
IMPAC® 7000 PRO is an white acrylic elastomeric  roof 
coating highly reflective.
Prevents moisture filtrations.

IMPAC® 7000 PRO is easy to apply.
This product can give points for LEED Certification.
Now with better adherence.
It has the exclusive UV-SHIELD II sun block which 
provides properties to preserve the whiteness and 
elasticity of the roof coating.
100% ecologic is formulated in an aqueous base without 
solvents nor environmental harmful components.

Benefits:

IMPAC® 7000 PRO adheres to the most common 
construction materials, such as concrete, galvanized 
sheets, fibrocement, bricks, wood, and ducts, among 
others.  
It can be applied with a paint brush or a brush.  Apply on 
any type of construction such as: institutional buildings and 
housing, warehouses, industrial facilities, commercial and 
homes.
Consider performing a perimetral banding and in critical 
points with IMPAC® Super Reinforcement Fabric strips.

Uses:

Recommendations:
Do not apply at temperatures lower than 10°C or higher 
than 45°C, neither in rainy days nor with a rainfall threat.  
Do not apply in humid surfaces.  Do not apply when relative 
humidity is higher than 85% as in days or hours with thin 
fog, breeze, mist, dew, etc.  Any sprinkle from the material 
on skin should be washed with soap and water.  Clean tools 
with water after use them.  This product is ready to use, do 
not add water.  Respect the performance. 

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN.
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TEST

Consistency

Density

pH

Solids

Elongation

Coverage*

Presentation

Color

Viscosity

ASTM D-1475

ASTM E-70

ASTM D-1644

ASTM D-2370

ASTM D-2196

Semi-thick

10.85 – 11.68 lb/gal

9 - 10

51   2%

> 300%

1 m2 / 1 L

3.8 L, 19 L
White
Terracota Red

30,000 - 35,000 cps

VALUE STANDARD

www.impacusa.com
*Depends on surface porosity and roughness. Based on two coats.

Update: June 23/2020.  These technical specifications replace any previous one 
up to this date.  Visit our webpage www.impacusa.com where you can find the 
current version.  Subjected to changes without notice.

Surface

Roof 
Cement

Seal

First
Coat

Second
Coat

M E M B E R O F T H E



Storage:
Store in a cool and dry place, the container must be tightly closed.  
Do not stow more than three buckets.

LEED:
Product:              Impac 7000 White
 
SS-CREDIT 7 HEAT ISLAND EFFECT:  ROOF
SRI Value:   113
CRRC Listing:   Yes
Energy Star Listing:   Yes
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